The risk index for an SIR epidemic model and spatial spreading of the infectious disease.
In this paper, a reaction-diffusion-advection SIR model for the transmission of the infectious disease is proposed and analyzed. The free boundaries are introduced to describe the spreading fronts of the disease. By exhibiting the basic reproduction number RDA0 for an associated model with Dirichlet boundary condition, we introduce the risk index RF0(t) for the free boundary problem, which depends on the advection coefficient and time. Sufficient conditions for the disease to prevail or not are obtained. Our results suggest that the disease must spread if RF0(t0) ≤ 1 for some t0 and the disease is vanishing if RF0(∞) < 1, while if RF0 (0) < 1, the spreading or vanishing of the disease depends on the initial state of infected individuals as well as the expanding capability of the free boundary. We also illustrate the impacts of the expanding capability on the spreading fronts via the numerical simulations.